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Let p be a fixed prime;f(x,,..., xk) a polynomial over L,, the p-adic integers; cn 
the number of solutions in Z/p”Z; and P/(t) = xc,t’ the Poincare series. An elemen- 
tary algebraic+ombinatorial approach is used to study the c, and P,(f) for 
algebraic curves all of whose singularities are “locally” of the form ax” = /I#‘. 
Polynomials in one variable are discussed as a corollary to the treatment of 
algebraic curves. ‘c) 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a fixed prime and f(x) =f(x, ,..., x,) a polynomial with coef- 
ficients in Z,, the p-adic integers. Let c, denote the number of solutions of 
f = 0 over the ring Z/p,Z with c0 = 1. Then the Poincare series P,(r) is the 
generating function 
P,(t)= f CJ’. 
i=O 
J. Igusa proved that P/(t) is always rational and D. Meuser extended the 
result to algebraic varieties. For a history of the problem and related 
references see Section 1 of [4]. 
This paper continues the program, initiated in [4], of using an elemen- 
tary algebraiccombinatorial approach to study the c, and Pr(t). In Sec- 
tion 2 of [4] some general results were proved, which will be assumed here 
and then applied to the study of strongly non-degenerate forms. Here we 
study algebraic curves and as a corollary, polynomials in one variable. 
In Section 2 we treat the special equation clxU = by’, where c1 and /I are p- 
adic units. In Section 3 we treat algebraic curves whose singularities are 
“locally of the form c(x” = b-y’.” Section 4 deals with polynomials in one 
variable and in Section 5 we make some general comments on these 
problems and possible future directions of research. 
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2. THE EQUATION axa=jyb 
THEOREM 1. Let c, be the number of solutions of ax“ = fly” (mod p”), 
where a, b are positive integers, a, /3 are p-adic units, a, b & 0 (mod p), and 
(a, b) = 1. Then 
(i ) explicit formulae: For n 3 1 
~+ilafjJh+(l?ob~la+b)liab)n c,=(c,-l)p”-‘+p-- 
+(c,-1)P 
ah-(a+b)P(n- I’lp ((ah (u+h))(n-r)lab 
-1) 
(1) 
P 
ob-(utb) -1 
where n = i (mod a), n =j (mod b), and n = v (mod ab). 
(ii) recursion: For n > 0 
Cn+ab= cc1 - l)p(n++l +p2u* lo+*+-,, (2) 
(iii) the Poincark series P(t) is giaen bs> 
p(t) = ((Cl - 1 )/p)(pt) 
(1 ypt)(l -p2u*-(a+*)fa*) 
Some comments are in order before proving the theorem. The restriction 
that a and b are relatively prime is not essential. This assumption was 
included to simplify the computations in the proof without leaving out any 
of the ideas. If a and b are arbitrary and A is their least common multiple 
then the only change required in the form of the Poincare series is the 
addition of a factor 1 -p A’(‘obp ‘U+b”‘ab) tA is the denominator. This arises 
in the derivation of the third term in Eq. (1) where a corresponding change 
occurs. 
Note that there is no claim that Eq. (3) is in reduced form. Cancellation 
may occur and we only know that the poles occur as a subset of the roots 
of the denominator. 
ProoJ (i) Using the terminology of [4, Sect. 21 we will count descen- 
dants of singular and non-singular solutions modp separately to derive 
Eq. ( 1). 
To determine the singular points let g(x, y) = by” - ax”. Then 
g,= -aaxYp’ and g,. = bp.vb - ‘. Since a, b 3 0 (modp), we have 
- aax tip’ -O(p) and bBeyb -’ = O(p) imply x,y=O(p). But g(O,O)=O(p) 
and (0,O) is thus a solution of ax“ = py*(p) and the only singular point 
mod p. 
Let c, = N, + S,, where N, is the number of solutions of axa = by’ 
(modp”) descending from the non-singular solutions modp and S, is the 
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number of solutions modp” descending from (0, 0), the only singular 
solution mod p. For n = 1 the formula yields c, = ci and is consistent. 
As we have c1 - 1 non-singular points of x” = yb(p) then by the fun- 
damental lemma in [4] 
N,= (c, - 1)~“~‘, 
which is the first term in Eq. (1). 
To computer S, we recall that an element z of Z/p”22 (where we choose a 
representative of the equivalence class so that 0 < z <p” - 1) can be written 
with its unique expansion in base p as 
no- 1 
,’ = 
c 4, Oda,<p- 1. 
I=0 
DEFINITION. With z expanded as above, the order of z modp”, written 
ordDnz-, is the smallest subscript k such that ak # 0. Since no confusion will 
arise we drop the subscript and write ord(z) = k. Note 
ord(zw) = ord(z) + ord(w). 
Now let (x, y) be a solution mod p” of 
cLx” = fly” (mod P”) 
descending from (0,O) modp (therefore x~O(p), y= O(p)). Then if 
ord(x) = k, x = p% (X30(P)) 
ord( y) = 1, y=p$ (Y3O(P)) 
we obtain, by substituting in (1). the equation 
xpp”kjy E ppb’jjb (mod p”). 
that 
(4) 
(5) 
We know S, = 1 and to compute S, for n > 1 we work by cases 
according to the values of ak and 61. 
I. If ak <n and bl> n, then by (5), ctpClkXu = O(p”). But ord X = 0, 
ord CI = 0 and since ak < n we have a contradiction. Hence there are no 
solutions in this case. 
II. If ak 2 n and 61~ n then, as in case I, we have no solutions. 
III. Let ak>,n and bl z n. Then by (5) any pair (x, y) satisfying these 
conditions is a solution of (4) since both sides are = O(p”). Hence the set of 
all solutions satisfying these conditions is just the set of all pairs satisfying 
these conditions and we shall count all such pairs. 
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We first count the number of x in Z/p”Z such that a ord (x) = ak > n or 
k > n/a. If w is smallest integer > n/a then we can write 
x=a,.+ .f. +a, Ipnp’, 
where there are n - MJ coefficients each taking one of the values 
0, l,..., p - 1. (Note that since each a, can take the value 0 ail x satisfying 
our condition are included in this expression.) Therefore we have p” x 
such numbers. 
To determine MI assume that n = i (mod a), where 1 < i < a (we do not 
choose the usual representatives Obi<a-1). Then n=ar+i and 
n/a = r i- i/a. 
If i # a, i.e., 0 < i < a, then 
But 
n a-i 
rSi+ 
a-i 
-+-= -=r+l; 
a a a a 
thus the smallest value of k >, n/a, i.e., ~3, is 
a-i n+a-i !f+-=-.- 
a a a ’ 
If i=a then n/a=r+ 1 and n/a=tv. But 
2+ 
a-a n -=-=r+] 
a a a 
so in general 
M’=!!+C!, 1 GiGa. 
a a 
Thus we have 
P 
n-Cc= 
P 
n-((n+o- illul- 
-P 
tiff-ll!u)n-i(u-iilU) 
choices for .Y satisfying (~2’ = O(p”), a ord x 3 II, and n = i(a). 
Similarly there are 
P 
((h-l)lh)E ((h-jl;‘hl 
choices for JJ satisfying /?.Y’ = O(p”), h ord .V 3 n, and n =j(h). 
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Multiplying these results, there are 
P 
((a-lj/ll)n-((a-i)/Ul ((h-l)/h)n-(lh~jl/b)- 
P -P 
-2 + i/a + j/h + ((2ab -. (a + b))/nb) n 
solutions of (4) satisfying a ordx>n, b ord.v>n, n=i (mod a), and 
n =j (mod b), which is the second term in Eq. ( 1). 
IV. Let ak < n and bl< n. Then we have ak = hl. For by (5) 
ak < n =z-paklpok and paklp” =spaklpb’- ak 6 bl. 
Similarly bl6 ak. Now let s = ak = bl so that s < n. 
Substituting s for ak and bl in (5) we see that 
But X, j 3 O(p) and therefore descend from non-singular solutions mod p. 
By the fundamental lemma in [4] there are (c, - 1) p” ~ ’ -- ’ such solutions. 
However, in our process of associating with each solution (x, y) mod p” 
- - 
a unique solution (x, y) modp”-” many different (x, v) may reduce to the 
- - 
same (2, j). We now count the number of (x, y) reducing to a given (x, y). 
If 
x = ak pk + ‘. . +a, m,p’l-l=pk(ak+a,+,p+ “’ +a,-,p”- k-l 
then when we reduce mod p”-” = mod p”- Ok we have 
(n-k-l)-(n-ak-l)=(a-1)k 
coefficients a, = O(pn pUk). We have free choice for these coefficients and 
thus there are p(upllk values of x modp” which reduce to our given 
X mod p” - ‘. 
Similarly there are p@ - ’ ” values of y mod p” which reduce to our given 
jmodp”-“. 
Therefore since there are (c, - 1) p” ~’ ~ ’ values of (2, j) mod p” ~’ there 
are 
solutions (x, 4’) of c(xU = pyb(p”) descending from (0,O) mod p such that 
ak = bl= our given s. 
Now to find all solutions modp” such that ak, 61 <n, descending from 
(0,O) mod p, we sum (6) over all possible values of s. 
We know s < n, by assumption, and since k, Ia 1 (they descend from 
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(0,O)) we have s > 0. But we assumed that a and h are relatively prime, 
thus 
ajs and bls*ahls 
Therefore we need only sum (3) over those s which are multiples of ab and 
satisfy 0 <s < n; i.e., we must compute 
The lower limit of j is 1. To find the upper limit let n = u (mod ab ), 
n = ab. MI + u, where u is chosen among the system of representatives 
1,2 ,..., ab mod ab. Then w  = (n - v)/ab is the largest multiple of ab < n, i.e., 
our upper limit. Therefore 
(ah-,u+bll(fn-~.)/ob) 
-1) 
. 
This is the last term in Eq. (1) and our proof of part (i) is complete. 
(ii) the recursion was found by examining special cases and observ- 
ing the occurrence of 2ab - (a + b) in the explicit formula for c,. Two 
proofs are presented; the first is derived directly from the formula in part 
(i) and the second is a combinatorial proof due to P. Hanlon. In either case 
part (i) is needed to compute the initial conditions. 
For the first proof we have by (i) 
c n+ab= (c, - l)p”f”h-I +p-- ‘+~/a+//h+(~?uh~(~+hI);ob)(n+ub) 
+h - l)P”h-‘a+h’pn+oh ‘(/, ((rrb~(u+h))!rrhl(n+oh~~~l 
ah-(u+h) -1 -1) P 
+(‘I - l)pub-‘o+h’p~ I p((uh~(~+b)):ab)(n~~) 
P oh (a+b)-l 
ah-lo+bl n-l 
(C1-l)P P - 
a 
ub-(u+b)- 1 ’ 
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where n + ab = i(a), =j(b), = u(a + 6). But n + ab = n mod a, b, and ab and 
therefore by (1) the formula inside the parentheses is simply 
Substituting this in the parentheses and adding the last two terms we have 
C n+ab=(C, _ l)pn+ob-l +p2uh-l(u+~)Cn~p2d7 (U+yC1 _ lJp” 1 
+P 
2uh-(o+h)(C1 _ * )p”- I 
or 
C n+ob= 
(,-, _ l)pn+ab-I +P2uW’+b)C,, 
which is our recursion. 
Our second proof of the recursion is a combinatorial argument due to 
P. Hanlon [S]. We write the recursion in the form 
where n > ab. 
The first term is the number of solutions modp” descending from 
non-singular points modp. The second term suggests that we can associate 
with each solution mod pnPub exactly p2abm (‘+ ‘) solutions mod p” which 
descend from (0,O) mod p such that every solution mod p”, descending 
from (0,O) mod p, is associated to exactly one solution mod p” Oh. 
To do this, let (X, j) be a solution mod p” Pab, where 
x=u,+u,p+ ... +U,Pah+lpn-ub+’ 
y=o,+u,p+ .‘. +U,-,&,pn ah- I . 
Now let 
where we can choose the U, and vi such that 0 6 ui, ui 6p - 1, and let 
x = pb(Z + AX) and I’=p”( y + AY). 
We have p (n-b-I)-(n-uh-I)- ah-b -P choices for AX and thus for .X and 
similarly pub U choices for y. Thus each solution (U, r) mod pnPah deter- 
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mines pZub (U+ b’ pairs (x, y). I claim that each such (x, I>) is a solution 
modp”. For 
a.?’ = /?jb (mod p” ~ Ub) - cY(X + AX)” = fl( J + dJyb (modp”~“b) 
= cipyu + AX)” = /3p”b( j + Lfj)b (mod p”) 
- cr(p’(i + AX))“- p(p”( .F + LI~,))~ (mod p”) 
or 
!x.y” E by” (mod p”). 
To show that every solution (x, y) mod p” descending from (0,O) mod p 
does, in fact, arise this way we need only reverse our implication signs. 
However, in order to do this, we must know that ord(.u) =h-, ord( y) = I 
satisfy k 3 6, I> a so that we can factor out high enough powers of p from 
.Y and 4’. These conditions follow from the same case analysis done in part 
(i), viz., 
(1) If uk, bl>rz>ab then k>b and 13~. 
(2) If ak, 61 < n then, as in the proof of part (i), case (IV), we have 
ak = bl. But gcd(a, b) = I so all and hlk and 13 a, k 3 b. 
(iii) We derive the Poincare series (3) directly from the recursion, in 
the form 
for n > 0, in the usual way. Multiplying both sides of (4) by t”+ub and sum- 
ming from n = 1 to II = cc we get 
oh 
p(t)- C C,ti= tc, - 1 jp 1 i (Pt)~~+~b+P2ab~lu+b)fab f C,tn 
i=O ,z = I n=l 
= 
((.I- ‘)P ‘(pt)“b+‘+P~irh~,o+h)tob(p(t)_ 1). 
1 -pt 
Therefore 
p(f)-p2”h c”+b)pp(f)= (c, - I)p l(ptyh+ l 
1 -pt 
C,ti-P2ub-(u+h~toh 
t=O 
so that 
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3. ALGEBRAIC CURVES 
The results of the last section will now be generalized to algebraic curves 
f(x, y) = 0, with coefficients in Z,, the p-adic integers, whose singularities 
are “locally of the form axa = /?yh.” 
First we must split the singularities modp into two classes. A singular 
point w  = (w i , w2) off= 0 (mod p) is liftable if there is a point w  off= 0 in 
Zi (not necessarily singular) such that W = w  (mod p); i.e., w  is induced by 
a point on the curve over E,. If w  is not induced by a Z, point then it is a 
non-lifttable singularity mod p. To show that the Poincare series for f(~, y) 
is rational and to find its denominator we can ignore the non-liftable 
singularities. For if w  is a non-liftable singularity modp then, by the 
Proposition in Section 2 of [4], it has only finitely many descendants. 
Hence, as there are only finitely many points off= 0 (mod p), if we take ‘n 
sufficiently large all solutions off= 0 (modp”) will be descendants of non- 
singular points or liftable singularities modp. The liftable singularities and 
their descendants contribute only a polynomial factor to the numerator of 
the Poincare series. 
We now make precise the notion of a singularity which is “locally of the 
form clx” = by’.” 
DEFINITION. Let w  = (w,, w2) be a liftable singular point of f- 0 
(modp). Then w is a toroidal singularity of type (a, b) if there exists a Z, 
point W = (w, , W2) on f= 0 satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) w=%(modp); 
(ii) after translating the curve, over Z,,, so that W goes to the origin, 
the new curve f,.(~, y) =f(x + W,, y + GZ) = 0 can be written in the form 
-Pg(x, y) = ybw% y), 
where a and b and the constants g(0, 0) and h(0, 0) are 3 0 (modp). 
Note that the translation of the curve induces, for each n, a 1-l 
correspondence between the solutions off,, E 0 (mod p”), descending from 
(0,O) mod p, and the solutions off= 0 (mod p”), descending from w  mod p; 
i.e., the tree of descendents of w  for fis isomorphic, as rooted trees, with 
the tree of descendants of (0,O) for fw. To see this let 
f(x,,y,)~O (modp”), where Odx,, y, <p”- 1, and let (G,,,, W,,z) be the 
representative of W (mod p”) between 0 and p” - 1. Then the correspon- 
dence is given by xi ++ ~i - wn.i, y, wy, - W,,, since 
.f,b, -*,.,, y, - u’,,d =f(x1 - w,., + “t,, Y1 - Gn,2 + )t’?) 
=.f(.x1 - wn,, + W&l, y, - u’n.2 + u’n.2) 
-f(x,,y,)=O (mod p”). 
(mod P”) 
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THEOREM 2. Let f (x, y) be a polynomiao with coefficients in Z,. Assume 
there are e singularities off = 0 (mod p) and the liftable singularities Pi, 
i = 1, 2,..., m, are toroidal of type (a,, bi), where ai and b, are relatively prime 
and ai, bi 3 0 (modp). Let xalgi(x, y) = yblhi(x, y) be the equation for f  = 0 
with Pi translated to the origin. 
Zf c, is the number of solutions off = 0 (mod p”) then 
(i) c,=(c,-e)pnpl+ f p-- ‘+y,!u,+r,ih,+((2rr,h, -,o,+h,));a,h,)n 
where n = qi (mod a,), n = rr (mod bi), n = si (mod sib,), and c,,,~, is the num- 
ber of solutions of x”lgi(O, 0) -yhlhi(O, 0) (modp); 
(ii) the PoincarP series is a rational function 
P/.(t) =$j, 
(8) 
where R(t)= (1 -pt) fly=, (1 -p2u1hip’aS+h1’) t”lht. 
The comments after the statement of Theorem 1 also apply to 
Theorem 2. 
Proof: (i) Our proof is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 1 and 
depends to a large extent on the details of that proof. As discussed earlier 
in the section we assume for the remainder of the discussion that n is 
chosen large enough so that there are no solutions of f  = 0 (mod p”) 
descending from non-liftable singularities modp. Thus we can set 
c,=N,+S,.,+ ... +s,,,,, 
where N, is the number of solutions of f  = 0 (mod p”) descending from 
non-singular solutions modp and S,, is the number of solutions modp” 
descending from the toroidal singulahty Pi mod p of type (a;, b,). 
Suppose that f  (x, y) has e = m + r singular points modp, where r is the 
number of non-liftable singularities. Then as in Theorem 1 
N,=(e, -e)p”-‘. 
Each of the S,,i can be computed separately. Thus assume that P is a 
toroidal singularity of type (a, b) and translate the curve so that P moves 
to the origin and the curve is given by x”g(x, y) =Jlhh(x, y). Then, as dis- 
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cussed prior to the statement of the theorem, we need to count the number 
S, of solutions of 
xUg(x, Y) = ybh(x, Y) (mod P”) (9) 
descending from (0,O) mod p. As in Theorem 1 if (x, y) is such a solution 
and if 
ord(x) = k, x=pkX (X30 (modp)) 
ord(y)=l, y =p!F (Y$O (modp)). 
Then by substituting in (9) we obtain 
p%“g(p5, p$, -pblybh(pkX, p’j’, (mod p”). (10) 
By assumption S, = 1 and to compute S, for n > 1 we use the same cases 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
(11. If ak<n, b13n or ak>n, bl<n then by (lo), as in Theorem 1, 
there are no solutions. 
III. Let ak 2 n and bl> n. Then, by (lo), any pair (x, y) satisfying these 
conditions is a solution of (9) since both sides are E 0 (mod p”). Thus the 
set of all pairs satisfying these conditions is a solution to both (9) and (10) 
and from the proof of Theorem 1, part 1, case III, we have 
P 
~Z+ifa+j/b+((Zab~(o+b))/ab)n 
such solutions, where n = i (mod a) and n -j (mod b). 
IV. Let ak <n and bl< n. Then from (10) we have, as in Theorem 1, 
ak = bl. Let s = ak = bl and we have s < n. Substituting s for ak and bl in 
(10) we see that (x, y) is a solution of (9) if and only if 
Pg( pkX, p’j) = y%( pkX, p’j) (mod p”), (11) 
where 2, j 3 0 (modp). However a simple calculation, using the 
assumptions that a, b, g(0, 0), h(0, 0) ZE 0 (modp), shows that (0,O) is the 
only singularity mod p of X”g( pkX, p’j) = ybh( pkZ, ‘j) and therefore (2, jj) 
descends from a non-singular solution of this equation modp. Thus by the 
fundamental lemma in [4] there are (2, - 1 )pnP”+ ’ such solutions of (11) 
descending from non-singular solutions modp, where 15, is the number of 
solutions of Yg(pkZ, p’j) e jbh(pkX, p’j) (mod p). 
Now many (x, y) can reduce to the same (2, j) but the number of these 
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(x, y) for a given (x, y).is the same as in Theorem 1 (i.e., there are the same 
number of free coefficients to be filled in). Hence by Eq. (6) there are 
solutions of (9) for a given s = ak = hl, descending from (0,O) mod p. 
Now if we set n = 1 in (11) we see that, since k, I > 0, all terms in 
g(pk.?, ~5) and h(pkX, p!?), except for the constant terms, are z 0 (mod p). 
Hence C1 is the number of solutions of P”g(0, 0) -j”lz(O, 0) (mod p) and is 
thus independent of k and 1. Call it c,,,~. Therefore formula ( 12) equals 
(cu., - ~)pn~lpllUh~l~+hlllah)~~ To find all solutions of (9), with ak, b1-c II, 
descending from (0,O) mod p, we must sum over all allowable s. But the 
conditions on s and the summation are identical to those in the proof of 
Theorem 1, case IV, and we have the third term in (1) with c, replaced by 
C l&h. 
Thus part (i) of the theorem has been proved. 
(ii) We derive the generating function P,(t) directly from (7). First 
we multiply both sides of (7) by t” and sum from N to infinity where N is 
chosen sufficiently large as discussed in the first paragraph of the proof of 
(i). 
The first term in (7) yields 
fN (c, -e)p”-‘P=(c, -e) t i (pt)” ’ 
n=N 
= (Cl -e) QPO” ’ 
I-pt . 
Breaking up the second term we see that each singularity f(s, y) con- 
tributes 
fNP-- 
~+l!u+J/h+((2uh~lo+h))jnh)ntn (13) 
to P,(t). Since (a, 6) = 1 we see, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem and 
its constructive proof [6, p. 341, that the pair of congruences n E i (mod a), 
n =j (mod b) is equivalent to the congruence n = u (mod ab) and we can 
write u = ibs,+jas,, n = ibs, +jas,+ lab for some I, where si and s, are 
integers. Substituting in (13) we have 
Sp- 
2 + i/u + jJh + I (2uh ~ t <I + h) l/oh )C ir,h + I.S,U + /ah )trs,h + ~,a + luh (14) 
1 ‘, 
where the summation over i is from 0 to a - 1, over j from 0 to b - 1, and 
over I from 0 to cc, except that we must subtract a finite number of terms, 
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corresponding to n <N, from this sum. The latter subtraction affects only 
the numerator of PJt). 
If we let 
i j 
D(i,j)= -2+,+g+ 
2ab-(a+b) 
ab 
(i&sib +jsja) 
and E(i,j) = is,b +jsja then rearranging terms in (14) yields 
CP 
D(i,j)tECi, j) f (p2ab ~ (a + b)tnb)I 
i,i I=0 
‘CP 
Dli.j)t~ll,Jl 
1 
iJ 1-P 
Zabb(a+b),ab 
and subtracting the finite number of terms corresponding to n <N and 
summing over i, j affect only the numerator. Thus the second term in (7) 
contributes a term to the denominator of P,(f) as described in the theorem. 
We shall now see that the last term in (7) adds no new terms to the 
denominator of Pr( t). 
Breaking up the third term in (7) we see that singularity of type (a, b) 
contributes 
fP 
((rrb~(~+b))/ab)(n~~~)+,n-I) n t - f p”-‘p 
(15) 
n=N n=N 
to P,(t), where n = u(ab) and we have dropped the constant 
c,,b P ubP fafb)/pabp (a + b, - 1 as it contributes only to the numerator. The 
second summation, which equals p N-ltN/l -pt, contributes the same term 
in the denominator of P,(t) as the first term in (7). 
To evaluate the first sum in (15) we observe that n = u (mod ah) implies 
that n=abs+u for some s and thus n-u=abs and n-l=abs+u-1. 
Thus substituting in the exponent of p, we have 
ab-(a+b) 
ab 
(n-u)+(n-l)=ab-~;+b)abs+abs+v-l. 
=[2ab-(a+b)]s+(u-1) 
and t” = tubs+ “. Substituting these expressions into the sum we have 
CP [2ab~(a+b)]spv-lltobs+v 
s. L’ 
=CPu-ltuC (p2ab-((o+b)tnb)s, 
” s 
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where the summation for u is from 0 to b - 1 and for s from 0 to KI, except 
that we subtract a finite number of terms corresponding to n < A’. The sum 
over s yields l/l -p 2ab--(a+b’rab and the finite sum over v contributes only 
to the numerator of P/(t), as does the subtraction of the terms for n < N. 
Thus we have the same contribution to the denominator of Pf(t) as in the 
earlier calculations. 
Adding the terms we have computed over the set of singularities and 
combining fractions, we have P,(t) in the form described in (8). 
4. POLYNOMIALS IN ONE VARIABLE 
Polynomials in one variable can be treated as a corollary of the proof of 
Theorem 2. However, as Igusa’s original proof in this case is basically 
elementary, we only outline our approach. 
Iff(x) E Z, [x] then its complete factorization over Z, [x] is given by 
j-(x)=d(x-r,)“‘.~’ tx - rm)amg, t-x) g, f-x) ’ gk tx)t 
where the g,(x) are irreducible. 
The idea of the proof is that all “liftable” singularities modp are “one- 
dimensional toroidal singularities.” 
The roots of g,(x) mod p can have only finitely many descendants for if a 
root modp has infinitely many descendants then by the Proposition in Sec- 
tion 2 of [4] it has a root in Z, and g,(x) is not irreducible. Hence, as in 
the proof of Theorem 2, we can restrict ourselves to counting solutions of 
f- 0 (modp”) for n sufficiently large, and thereby the g,(x) will not con- 
tribute to the denominator of the Poincare series. 
Thus we count only the descendants of the r, (mod p). If a, = 1 then ri is 
non-singular mod p and the fundamental lemma in [4] gives us our count. 
If a, > 1 then we can translate ri to the origin, as in the proof of (7), 
which transforms our equation to the form 
x”g( x) = 0 (mod P”) 
and count the descendants of 0 (mod p). To do this we proceed exactly as 
in the proof of Theorem 2, part (i), suppressing any occurrence of y and its 
corresponding contribution to the count. 
5. COMMENTS 
(A) The results in Theorem 2 overlap with those of D. Meuser [7]. 
However, Meuser assumes irreducibility of f(x, y) = 0 and thus neither 
paper contains the complete results of the other. 
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(B) The results of Meuser and others on the Poincare series of curves 
generally involve the detailed use of resolution of singularities over the 
complex numbers. W. Messing has pointed out to me that the substitution 
x =pkX, y =p’jj used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is one of the types 
of resolution steps used by N&on in studying the simultaneous resolution 
of singularities of varieties over Z, and Z/pZ. In our case we are “resolving 
the singularities down the tower of rings Z/p”& n = 1, 2,....” A detailed 
study of N&on resolution might lead to a new approach to the study of 
Poincare series for general polynomials. This could be more natural than 
the classical approach over the complex numbers as we are primarily con- 
cerned with p-adic objects. 
J. Denef [2] has recently given a proof of the rationality of Poincare 
series for algebraic varieties using methods of mathematical logic and 
avoiding any resolution of singularities. 
(C) Both the proof of the theorem on strongly non-degenerate forms in 
[4] and Hanlon’s proof of Eq. (2) in Theorem 1 can be characterized as 
purely combinatorial proofs. Hanlon’s proof does not appear to generalize 
to the setting of Theorem 2 because of the need to completely resolve 
singular points modp” to non-singular points mod p” for some m <n, 
rather than finding a lower bound on the ords of a set of singular points 
mod p”. However, a purely combinatorial approach to computing P,(t) for 
a wide class of polynomials would be of great interest. 
(D) Recently there has been other work on Poincare series and on 
rationality of related generating functions which count p-adic points on 
curves satisfying special properties. Among there are the works of Bollaerts 
[ 11, Denef [a], Deshommes [3], and Oesterle [8]. 
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